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  Label 

is a form of ableism, discrimination on the basis 

of disability. Like racism or sexism, audism 

assigns labels, judges and limits individuals 

based on whether they can hear or speak.
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  Vision 

This popular saying points toward 
what we frequently overlook— 

that our perspectives, beliefs and 
interpretations of everyday experience 
are influenced by the frames through 

which we perceive the world. 

- Goffman, 1986; Lakoff, 2004 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  Deaf Gain 

“ Deaf Gain is defined as a reframing of  ‘ deaf ’ 

as a form of sensory and cognitive diversity 

that has the potential to contribute to 

the greater good of humanity ” 

 

- Joseph M. Murray, Ph.D
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  Cognitive 

  the nature of process  

 visual processing 
skills 

  
peripheral recognition 
facial/body recognition  

spatial cognition 

 sensory orientation 
intelligences 

  
tactile visual 

gesture cognition  
emotional intelligence 

from real life experience with exclusion
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Everyone 
100% active play & involved  

Generating inclusive ideas & metaphors  

Can give constructive feedback 

Positive environmental psychology  

Endless creative possibilities 

Lead to collaborate & co-design equally 
  Think with 
  hands - eyes - brains 
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